This project is Phase III of the first major upgrade to historic Main Hall at Montana Western. Phases I and II were funded by the 60th and 61st Legislatures. Main Hall is the major classroom facility on the Montana Western campus.

The necessary programming for this final phase is complete and will concentrate on the 1927 section of the building and finishing updates of the most urgent mechanical, electrical, seismic, plumbing system, ADA and energy conservation needs.

The building has been well-maintained but the infrastructure systems have exceeded their useful lives. These systems are deteriorated and obsolete and can no longer adequately serve student needs.

These adaptive renovations will provide modern teaching and research upgrades, improve interior finishes, replace deteriorated casework and provide data connections throughout the building, allowing for modern instructional technology.

This completed renovation also will bring the building into ADA compliance, enhance energy efficiencies and promote state energy conservation goals.